
 

‘OO’ BADGE CERTIFICATION   Dec-21 

 

FOR ALL FAI SILVER, GOLD, DIAMOND AND DISTANCE BADGES   (NOT TO BE USED FOR RECORDS) 

Please complete this form for every flight claim.  

 

The following documents are required to be submitted with the claim 

− Pilots Claim form 

− Pilots Certificate of regulatory compliance (normally on pilot’s claim) 

− Copy of last declaration 

− Correction certificate if required (only Silver and Gold) 

− Copy of the Flight Certificate 

− Calibration certificate for FR(s) if required. 

− Signed copy of ‘Time Sheet’ or ‘Launch Sheet’ if time sheet is not available. 

− Certificates from other OO’s if applicable 

 

1. Applicant’s particulars:  

 

Name.……………………………………….…                                                              Date of Flight…………………………………    

           

Surname.……………………………….…….                                                              Place of launch……………………………… 

 

1. FLIGHT CERTIFICATE; was logged on myGC. Without the Flight Certificate the claim cannot be made. 

 

OO signature.................................................... 

 

2. DURATION: only for 5 hr duration flight without FR. SC3 # 4.3.2 

I certify that the duration of this continuous flight, from release to landing, was ..............hr.............min, as determined by my 

continual attention and the loss of height from release to landing was clearly less than 1000m (3280ft) 

 

OO signature.................................................... 

 

3. MoP CERTIFICATE. (for all claims in gliders with MoP device) SC3 # 2.5.4, SC3 Annex C, #12.1 – 12.6 

I have checked the flight log-file with the approved means of control for the specific MoP recording  

device and certify that the MoP was not used during the claimed flight performance. (make sure the  

MoP recording device is suitable for the specific MoP)  

 

OO signature.................................................... 

 

4. OO BADGE CLAIM CERTIFICATION; must be completed for all claims. SC3 # 4.4 

I accept the separate certificates of above Official Observers/ Witnesses where appropriate. I have examined all the evidence 

relating to this flight and am satisfied that the flight qualifies for the awarding of the following badge/leg: 

 

……….Silver height                             ……….Silver distance                         ……….Silver/Gold duration         

                                                   

……….Gold distance                           ……….Gold height                               ……….Gold duration    

  

……….FAI DIAMOND GO BADGE 

……….FAI DIAMOND DISTANCE BADGE 

……….FAI DIAMOND HEIGHT BADGE 

……….FAI DISTANCE DIPLOMA 

 

OO signature.............................................................. 

 

OO Name and Number................................................                             Date……………………………… 

 

 


